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DISCOVERING THEORY 
DYNAMICS BY COMPUTER 
SIMULATION: EXPERIMENTS ON 
STATE LEGITIMACY AND 
IMPERIALIST CAPITALISM 

Robert A. Hanneman* 
Randall Collins* 
Gabriele Mordt* 

Verbally formulated theory is usually comparative statics: For 
example, conflict causes solidarity or a military-industrial com- 
plex causes warfare. A difficulty with such theory is that sys- 
tems of multiple causes with feedbacks among them can lead to 
unexpected outcomes. The implications of a theory for histori- 
cal change can be discovered by investigating its properties as a 
continuous-state continuous-time dynamic system. Theory-dis- 
covery by simulation experiments operates on a lower level of 
generality than the direct mathematical solution of sets of equa- 
tions, but it is advantageous (1) when systems of equations are 
difficult or impossible to solve directly; (2) when equilibria, 
maxima, and minima are not important features of empirical 
social systems, or when our main concern is the trajectory of 
the system in disequilibrium-that is, during historical change; 
(3) as a method accessible to large numbers of sociologists who 
lack high levels of mathematical virtuosity. To illustrate the 
nonobvious implications of a verbal theory, simulation experi- 
ments are performed on the conflict theory that rulers seek 
domestic legitimacy through external power-prestige. The his- 
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torical pathways of powerful states differ greatly depending 
upon whether initial levels of legitimacy are low or high, result- 
ing respectively in near-chaotic cycles of conflict and empire 
size, or slow expansion through moderate levels of warfare 
culminating in a relatively peaceful empire. 

Computer simulation methods are widely used in the natural sciences 

(Yonezawa, 1993) and in some areas of social science. In sociology, 
however, simulation has yet to become a routine part of the method- 

ological repertoire.' One area in which simulation has a great deal to 
offer is as a method of developing sociological theories, in ways that 
differ both from traditional forms of theorizing and from formal 
mathematical analysis. We suggest that computer simulation of dy- 
namic models constitutes a third path for theory-discovery in which 
the sociologist performs experiments in the realm of pure theory. 

This chapter presents an overview of the distinctive contribu- 
tion of simulation experiments for theory discovery. Our emphasis is 
on transforming abstract theoretical propositions, which implicitly 
take the form of comparative statics, into dynamic models containing 
feedbacks, time-bound accumulations, and decays. Next we discuss 
some of the reasons why simulation has not yet become established 
as a mainstream method within sociology. The main alternative to 

computer simulation is mathematical modeling; we consider next the 

advantages and disadvantages of the two methods. Of particular 
importance is the potential of simulation for bridging the gap be- 
tween abstract theory and the enormous variability of historical real- 

ity, which has convinced many theorists that sociology cannot go 
beyond particularistic interpretations of historical sequences. 

To illustrate the payoffs of theory simulation, we present the 
results of a series of experiments with some neo-Weberian arguments 

'Among collections and items that advocate the wider application of 
simulation methods for theory construction are Bronson and Jacobsen (1986), 
Crookall (1988), Hanneman (1988), Hummon (1990) and Whicker and Sigelman 
(1991). While simulation methods are not frequently used by sociologists, there 
are a number of excellent recent studies that apply the method in various ways to 
research on substantive theory, among them: Carley (1991), Feinberg and John- 
son (1990), Hannan and Ranger-Moore (1990), Harrison and Carroll (1991), 
Heckathorn (1993), Macy (1991), and Markovsky et al. (1993). Simulation tech- 
niques are also a standard tool in more narrowly methodological research, 
where Monte Carlo techniques are used to evaluate the statistical properties of 
estimators (e.g., Satorra, 1992). 
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about state legitimacy and imperialism. In these experiments, the 
long-term patterns contain a number of surprises in comparison to 
what would seem intuitively obvious from the abstract principles, but- 
tressing our point that simulation experiments are a valuable method 
for discovering what is really implied by theoretical propositions. 

1. DYNAMIC SIMULATION FOR THEORY-DISCOVERY 

One of the reasons why sociological theories fit the social world only 
very loosely is that they often pay little explicit attention to time and 
history. Theory usually enunciates general tendencies: rulers require 
legitimacy, conflict produces solidarity, a military-industrial complex 
promotes war. Each proposition stands alone as a ceteris paribus 
generalization. Deductions about the behavior of the systems de- 
scribed by such statements are often far from obvious for a variety of 
reasons. Most important is the existence of multiple causes and feed- 
back processes among them. Even in very simple theoretical models, 
there can be unexpected outcomes. Positive loops accelerate basic 
processes and bring some of them to ceilings at which they rest; 
negative feedbacks provide counteracting forces, which sometimes 
lead to a stable equilibrium, sometimes to oscillation, and sometimes 
to chaos. 

When a theory is verbally formulated, as in Weber's or 
Simmel's classic statements about conflict, these alternatives are left 
open. We do not know what is implied in a theory as long as it is left 
on the level of separate general principles and abstracted out of time. 
We propose that it is desirable to perform experimental research on 
such theories and that this is a discovery-making process in the sense 
that we do not really understand what the theory is saying about the 
world until we have experimented with it as a dynamic model. 

Such experiments reveal several things. First, they force us to 
think through the abstract principles of existing theories and to add 
mechanisms that make these principles capable of producing realistic 
outcomes that accumulate in time. The holes in a theory are usually 
not obvious until one attempts to write a program that specifies what 
will happen as processes iterate and interact. In this way, computer 
simulation is a stimulus to theory building.2 

2Gaps in a model may also become visible when a theory is stated in 
mathematical form. For example, Simon (1957) modeled Homans's (1950) theory 
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Dynamic simulation experiments also often reveal how impor- 
tant brute quantitative conditions are in shaping overall patterns of 
social action. Different quantitative starting points can produce dras- 
tically different outcomes, even within the same theoretical model. It 
is experimentally demonstrable that quantity does turn into quality. 
The fact that arbitrary differences in starting points can make such 
large differences for subsequent pathways, as noted in the "Butterfly 
Effect" from the lab lore of chaos theory (Gleick 1987, p. 9) is 
related to the following point as well; for the enormous varieties of 
history appear to be merely quantitative variations produced by a 
relatively simple underlying generative mechanism. 

Computer simulation methods help to bridge the gap between 
theory and history. It is often asserted that the infinite variability of 
history can never be explained by the kind of abstract principles given 
in sociological theories, and that we can never do more than describe 
and interpret particular historical sequences. We will show, however, 
that a relatively simple dynamic theory produces not one outcome 
only, but a pathway of various outcomes through time, and indeed a 
series of different pathways through time depending upon particular 
initial conditions. The instabilities of real history, with its strange 
branching patterns and sudden turning points, do not prove that a 
theoretical explanation of history is impossible. On the contrary, just 
these kinds of patterns are produced by some of our computer simula- 
tions of a simple abstract theory. 

This is why we characterize dynamic theory simulation as half- 

way between quantitative and qualitative sociology. Sociological 
approaches that put process in the center of their worldviews (e.g., 
symbolic interactionist or other interpretive approaches at the micro/ 
meso level; much of contemporary historical sociology at the macro 

of the relationships among social interaction, liking, and conformity. Since all the 
relationships in this system are positive, we can visualize that a dynamic simula- 
tion would consist of feedback loops culminating in unlimited exponential growth 
in each variable. Since this is empirically unrealistic, in constructing a simulation 
model we would immediately be forced to add processes to keep the three ele- 
ments of the state space within ceilings. Simon expressed the same issue by 
pointing out that Homans's system of equations had no determinant equilibrium, 
and hence that his theory failed because it was insufficiently complete. Of course, 
there is no theoretical or mathematical necessity that a system have an equilib- 
rium. Conceivably, Simon could have taken this mathematical check as an incen- 
tive to modify Homans's model, and thus mathematical inadequacy could be 
viewed as a discovery leading to further theory-building. 
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level) tend to emphasize unique occurrences or configurations of 
events and experiences. From the point of view of an unsympathetic 
formal/quantitative sociologist, such qualitative sociology looks like 
reliance on anecdotal data and on explanations that are plausible at 
best, never demonstrable. Qualitative/interpretative sociologists do 
not disagree but claim that this is the best that can be done and that 
formal/systematic sociologists don't even get this far. 

Practitioners of dynamic theory simulation can very well share 
the highly processual worldview of qualitative sociologists; there is 
indeed a huge variety of historical events, pathways can be quite 
unstable, and many different sequences can happen. Nevertheless, 
dynamic simulation does not take historical fluidity and particularity 
as the bedrock of analysis; rather it goes on to investigate how the 
variety of sequences are generated from a relatively compact underly- 
ing model. A key difference is that dynamic simulation shows that 
the degree of instability and particularity is itself variable; under 
some conditions, life unfolds in rather simple repetitions or linear 
sequences; under other conditions-which can be located by means 
of simulation experiments-the same causal processes result in much 
more complex patterns, or even in regions of chaotic unpredictabil- 
ity. The viewpoint of dynamic theory simulation enables us to do 
justice both to the processual-particularistic aspect of reality and to 
the generalizing and formal-systematic aspect. 

2. SOME OBSTACLES TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF 
SIMULATION IN SOCIOLOGY 

There is a tendency for simulation to fall between the cracks in sociol- 
ogy, in the divide between theory and empirical research, and in the 
divide between qualitative and quantitative styles. These two divi- 
sions do not necessarily coincide; theory exists in both qualitative and 
quantitative versions, while empirical research for theory construc- 
tion and/or verification involves both quantitative and qualitative ap- 
proaches. Because contemporary quarrels within sociology tend to be 
framed around the ideologies of positivism and antipositivism, a com- 
mon tendency is to perceive one camp consisting of mathematical 
theory and statistical analysis, the other of interpretive insight bol- 
stered by historical and ethnographic observation. One obstacle to the 
general recognition of computer simulation as a major method is that 
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it does not fall neatly into one ideological camp or the other, and it is 

subject to misperception from both sides. This tendency is accentu- 
ated by the fact that simulation methods and goals are diverse, ranging 
from quantitative verification and projection to research on theory. 

Simulations can be used both to develop theory and as a form of 

empirical data analysis. Each use has its own methods and priorities. 
We may distinguish between simulations that are a form of statistical 

testing-i.e., simulations performed in order to compare models un- 
der various statistical assumptions against empirical data-and simula- 
tions that are designed to discover how theoretical principles behave 
when they are made dynamic. The type of simulation that is designed 
for theory development (what we call theory-discovery) may be re- 

garded with suspicion by specialists in sociological theory who equate 
any quantitative-appearing analysis with statistical verification, and 
thus reject it as offensive to antipositivist meta-theoretical tenets. The 
same ideological division can cause distrust of simulations from the 
side of empirical researchers who perceive simulation as a defective 
form of empirical analysis carried out with imaginary data. 

Simulations for theory-discovery take a hybrid form between 
conventional quantitative and qualitative styles. The language of 
simulation models of dynamic systems is formal. For continuous- 
state continuous-time problems, models are largely stated as differen- 
tial equations. The outcomes of simulation experiments often look 

very much like statistical analyses, though the "data" are mathemati- 
cal projections, not empirical observations. Nevertheless, the think- 

ing behind simulation models for theory-discovery is much closer to 

qualitative theorizing, as we see in the following considerations. 
It is not unusual to formalize a theory into a simulation model 

using representations of relationships that are "inelegant" and "un- 

analyzable" by conventional mathematics. One of the strengths of 
the approach is that models can represent many of the qualities of 
fluid process found in verbal formulations. But, here again, simula- 
tions for theory-discovery can fall between the stools; the qualitative 
advocates fail to recognize the kinship between dynamic simulation 
and their own preferred worldview, while quantitative specialists, 
whether statisticians or mathematical modelers, tend to see the simu- 
lation as an inferior version of their style, rather than as an enterprise 
in its own right. 

Simulation practice involves a distinctive approach to both 
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verification-induction and to theory-discovery. Many simulation stud- 
ies are primarily oriented toward understanding empirical data. Mod- 
els are constructed as analogues to specific concrete systems, and 
simulation experiments are used for projections (either predictive or 
postdictive). A model of this type is deemed successful if it produces 
behavior similar to that of the actual system, analogous to conven- 
tional goodness-of-fit testing for statistical models. Failures may re- 
sult in tinkering with parameters or, in some cases, revisions of the 
formal representation of the system. 

We are concerned in this paper, however, with the use of 
simulation methods for the analysis of theories in themselves-that 
is, the use of simulation experiments as a means of understanding the 
range of dynamics implied by sets of theoretical propositions about 
the relationships among concepts. The success of such experiments is 
judged not by goodness of fit to empirical data but rather by the 
production of plausible and suggestive realizations. Implausible dy- 
namic realizations of seemingly plausible functional statements lead 
us toward rethinking the theory. 

As with mathematical and interpretive theory, theory-dis- 
covery and empirical verification are related. In the long run, we 
may expect greater convergence in sociology between simulation and 
other methods that are frequently divorced in current practice. As 
theoretical models become more sensitive to dynamics, there will be 
a stimulus to collect more processual and time-series data; hypotheti- 
cal dynamic models can then be tested against empirical outcomes 
using either statistical or nonstatistical methods. As yet, the data 
often do not exist that are most appropriate for testing models of 
long-term dynamics in many areas of macro-theory. 

3. MATHEMATICAL DEDUCTION OR 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT? 

The notion that theories are most usefully represented formally and 
that they ought be explicitly stated as principles of change (dynam- 
ics) rather than covariation (comparative statics) is hardly original to 
theorists who use simulation methods. Mathematical modeling of 
dynamic processes (primarily differential equations for continuous 
state systems and Markov-like processes for discrete state systems) is 
well developed in some substantive areas in the discipline. 
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The mathematical approach to continuous-state continuous- 
time dynamic systems represents the theory as a set of simultaneous 
differential equations (and, generally, sets of constraints on solutions, 
also expressed in equations). Rather than conducting experiments 
with the system by varying initial values and parameters, as in simula- 
tion, the goal of mathematical theory-discovery is the direct solution 
of the system by the application of the calculus. In principle, general 
symbolic expressions for various properties of the system can often be 
derived. By understanding these general symbolic expressions for 
such quantities as maxima and minima, equilibria, and partial deriva- 
tives of "dependent" variables with respect to "independent" vari- 
ables, the range of possible realizations and the ways that the model's 
assumptions are related to the range of possible realizations can be 
understood and revised by the theorist. Solving mathematical models 
can lead to the discovery of precise, elegant, and general statements 
about the dynamics implied by a set of causal statements about the 
relationships among variables. 

Theory-discovery by means of simulation of the model oper- 
ates at a lower level of generality. Instead of deriving, for example, 
an abstract function showing how the relationship between conflict 
and legitimacy is conditioned by other variables, we obtain a series of 
experiments limited to particular scenarios. By exploring different 
scenarios and comparing results, we hope to discover how outcomes 
result from particular initial conditions and parameters of the model. 
Mathematical solution leads in the direction of general expressions 
about the overall limits and tendencies implied in theory; simulation 
experiments yield "histories" of the behavior of the theory under 
particular conditions. 

Why then would it be desirable to perform simulations instead 
of translating verbal theories into mathematical models? We do not 
advocate abandoning theory-discovery by direct solution of differen- 
tial equation systems. The power and elegance of this approach is 
apparent and has led to some interesting discoveries. (For example, 
Marwell and Oliver [1993] derive nonobvious implications of their 
theory by direct solution as well as performing simulation experi- 
ments). Direct solution, however, does have serious limitations that 
simulation methods can address. These limitations are technical and 
practical, and even ideological. 

One major limitation of mathematical models is that, in many 
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instances, systems of equations that make theoretical sense cannot 
be solved, or even when they can be solved, result in general-form 
solutions themselves so complex as to defy understanding. Simplifica- 
tions can make the model solvable and reduce the complexity of the 
solution to comprehensible expressions, but often at serious cost in 
terms of adequate representation of the complexity and richness of 
the original theory. 

Some areas of sociological theory (e.g., models of competi- 
tion, situated rational choice, and diffusion) have been successfully 
explored by expressing theories in small numbers of equations involv- 
ing linear or linearizable relations, small numbers of variables, and 
by directly solving these equations. However, when an adequate 
representation of a theory calls for an equation system in which there 
are large numbers of simultaneous equations, variables, or nonlinear 
and nonalgebraic relations, solutions range from very difficult to 
impossible (Von Bertalanffy 1968, p. 20). In many systems of interest 
to sociologists, there are at least a moderate number of equations 
representing causal processes, and sometimes many more (see, for 
instance, Figure 5, which appears later in this chapter); many pro- 
cesses are non-linear and may require relatively complex logical, as 
well as algebraic formalisms. Hence, many full-bodied sociological 
theories lead to models that do not admit direct mathematical solu- 
tion. This is particularly true for most macro-historical theories. 

The inability of simulations to derive general solutions directly 
does not mean that simulation models cannot lead to at least approxi- 
mate solutions. A system even of great complexity can be simulated 
and any particular scenario of interest can be investigated. System- 
atic sensitivity experimentation can lead to statements about the 
same properties of the system as general mathematical solution, al- 
beit with less precision and without the rigor of direct deduction.3 

The tools of the calculus are powerful but tend to focus 
attention on certain aspects of system behavior rather than others. 
Generally, mathematical solutions emphasize maxima and minima 
and equilibrium bounds. These are hardly unimportant properties 
of the social dynamics represented in formal models. But to apply 
theories to explaining empirical data, the more compelling informa- 

3Here again we see a way in which dynamic theory simulation shares 
some features of the worldview typically found among qualitative sociologists. 
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tion may lie in the time-shape or history of the state-space of a 

model, rather than in its general properties. In nonlinear systems, 
and particularly in systems with stochastic components, historical 
realizations can be quite complex: Long periods of apparent sta- 
bility can be punctuated by sudden dramatic shifts, systems in equi- 
librium can move quite rapidly to new equilibria as the result 
of exogenous shocks or the accumulation of seemingly trivial 
changes. For most empirical social processes, equilibrium, maxima, 
and minima are rarely observed. In the simulation experiments pre- 
sented later in this chapter, for example, legitimacy and empire size 
oscillate in an irregular pattern in some cases (e.g., Figures 6[a] to 
6[d]); if we wished to predict the history of such a state, it is of little 
use to search for an empirical point of equilibrium; and even the 
relative equilibrium among the fluctuating variables (if one were to 
exist) would not tell us as much as directly inspecting the patterns 
of oscillation for any particular period of time. Even in cases where 
the variables stabilize (e.g., Figures 6[e] to 6[h]), we may be most 
interested in the time periods when the system has not yet 
equilibrated. In short, an empirical social system may not have an 
equilibrium; or we may be most interested in seeing how the system 
behaves in times of disequilibrium.4 

A final advantage is that simulation is more user-friendly 
than mathematical modeling. This is only a practical consideration, 
but it is not to be despised. In those cases where mathematical 
modeling is successful, a great deal of mathematical virtuosity is 
often necessary. Computer simulation, on the other hand, is accessi- 

4We are not advocating the mutual exclusiveness of mathematical analy- 
sis and simulation. Since a simulation is dependent upon given scenarios, we 
would hypothetically be required to try out all possible input values in order to 
locate maxima and equilibrium conditions with certainty (sensitivity analysis). If 
we are interested in maxima and equilibria, they can often be derived directly by 
mathematical solution. It should be pointed out, however, that analytical results 
are not necessarily superior to simulation results in their freedom from sensitiv- 
ity to start values. "Some CS [computer simulation] models are highly robust, 
some are not. Analytical results can also be highly sensitive to often arbitrary 
(and sometimes unacknowledged) empirical assumptions. Dependence on 'par- 
ticular conditions' or 'scenarios' is not increased simply because results are ob- 
tained by plugging concrete values into an algorithm rather than solving the 
equation directly (abstractly). All formal models have scope conditions that may 
be more or less restrictive, CS as well as analytic." (quoted from an anonymous 
Sociological Methodology reviewer) 
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ble to a large proportion of social scientists and students, whereas 
advanced mathematical skills are much more rare among sociolo- 
gists (hardly a situation to be applauded, yet not one that should 
preclude the progress of useful formal theory). The elegance and 
challenge of mathematical technique, which may be the prime at- 
traction for the small elite who possess such skills, can also create a 
barrier that inhibits the use of a more accessible method. Dynamic 
modeling of social theory is more likely to spread within sociology if 
it is pursued by simulation methods rather than by elite methods 
whose practitioners are a select few. 

Simulation methods give a practical push toward improving 
our theoretical vision. Simulation models focus attention on direc- 
tional processes and feedback loops. The guiding frame is that of a 
world of processes unfolding in time and flowing back upon each 
other. Simulation forces us to think dynamically, in a way that ver- 
bally formulated general theory usually does not. Although we can 
set up mathematical models that represent this same sort of dynamic 
system, neither the imagery of inspecting a set of equations nor the 
practical work of solving the equations directs our attention so 
clearly toward a view of the world as unfolding in time. In that sense, 
computer simulation may be the method that is most conducive to 
thinking about the world historically. 

4. EMPIRICAL REALISM OR CONTROLLED 
EXPERIMENTATION? 

An issue arises in simulation that parallels controversies over the 
"external validity" of laboratory experiments. Most experiments con- 
ducted in the laboratory deliberately simplify the situation to focus 
attention upon the processes under investigation; their goals are not 
to mimic the natural world but to reveal its "skeleton." Does the 
starkness of the experimental setting undermine the validity of the 
results for explaining naturally occuring processes? The answer de- 
pends upon our success in displaying the central and most influential 
processes, upon which empirical complexities comprise further elabo- 
rations. In simulation there is a comparable choice between produc- 
ing a model that incorporates as much as possible of the complexity 
of the natural world, or formulating stripped-down models that re- 
veal the dynamics of elementary processes in their full clarity. We 
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suggest that the pathway most appropriate here, where the concern 
is to discover the implications of theoretical propositions as they 
unfold in time, is similar to the controlled laboratory experiment. In 
both cases, the initial design is chosen not for maximal realism but to 
untangle confounding factors from the most basic processes. This is 
not to say that the empirical validation of simulation models is a 
minor, easy, or unimportant issue. Rather, our concern here focuses 
on theory-development and theory-exploration. 

We follow this strategy below by simulating first a simplified 
system of state legitimacy and conflict, then progressively complicat- 
ing the model in subsequent simulation experiments. At the end of 
any such series of simulations, there usually remain further complica- 
tions to be introduced, and this is true of the current exercise. This 
kind of progressive development of theoretical complexity is to be 
expected. We usually do not quickly arrive at a fully realistic model 
of a process involving a number of variables, causal paths, and feed- 
back links; the very complexity of the model requires that we move 
through it by steps, from the simpler to the more concatenated pro- 
cesses. Here we find another distinctive stimulus that computer simu- 
lation supplies for theory-discovery and theory-building: We are 
forced to decide what is the "fundamental" part of the model and in 
what order complexities can be built upon it. That is to say, in prac- 
tice we typically discover that certain basic feedback loops must be 
modeled first. Why certain loops are central in this structural order 
of theory-building while others are secondary can thereby become a 
question for explicit theoretical consideration. 

A related issue in the construction of simulation models is the 
fundamental choice of the nature of the variables. Should the model 
depict the behavior of actors, or of more abstract "vectors" or "lev- 
els"? In the one case, the nodes of the model are actors (or agents or 
persons); in the other case, the nodes can be anything that varies in 
quantity (levels of legitimacy, total economics resources, etc.) how- 
ever abstract. The legitimacy-and-state-conflict model that we simu- 
late in this paper represents the relations among abstract variables, 
not relations among actors. We follow an approach here that has 
been used in simulations in such areas as meteorology, economics, 
and organizational management; models are essentially simulta- 
neous equation systems in variables. In some fields where computer 
simulation has become popular (including evolutionary biology and 
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cognitive psychology), the preference has developed for "bottom- 
up" models that begin with a population of actors and examine the 
emergent properties of the system constituted by their interaction. 

In principle, every macro model could be translated into a 
relatively more micro model. For example, instead of modeling 
"legitimacy," we could model the legitimacy-giving behaviors of a 
population of citizens. In this case, additional complexity would be 
introduced in two respects: First, the numbers of nodes and equa- 
tions would be multiplied (by the number of actors); and this in 
turn increases the level of computational power needed. Second, 
we now must explicitly consider the relations among these actors, 
such that their individual behaviors can be compounded into an 
overall effect at the macro level. Some minimal complexity is intro- 
duced if we make the simplifying assumption that the actors' behav- 
iors are simply additive; any further modeling of their relations 
further complicates the model. For purposes of exploring the sim- 
plest dynamics of a model of large-scale macro processes, it is often 
useful to simulate abstract variables ("vectors") rather than a popu- 
lation of actors. For small systems of interaction, simulations of 
actors are more tractable. 

Modeling approaches based on the "bottom up" construction 
of macro patterns from aggregated individual actors have a more 
stochastic flavor than the simulation experiments described in this 
paper. The analysis of such actor-based systems (see, for example, 
Carley [1991]) often proceeds by Monte Carlo methods of randomly 
assigning values of traits to actors or to relations among actors from a 
priori distributions. Large numbers of replications are then per- 
formed and conventional statistical methods are used to summarize 
the central tendency and variability of realizations. 

Models of systems of abstract variables can also involve either 
deterministic or stochastic relationships. The models discussed in this 
paper are deterministic. That is, they make no allowance for varia- 
tion in the parameters of the system, excluded variables, or historical 
"accidents." This approach enables the analyst to more clearly de- 
duce the implications of the theory at an abstract level. The determin- 
istic nature of the equations, however, limits empirical realism. In 
empirical realizations, accidents do happen; and, in nonlinear sys- 
tems with feedback, such accidents can have profound consequences 
(Gleick 1987). 
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After the theory is understood in its deterministic form, it is 
often helpful to introduce random variation to explore the sensitivity 
and stability of the results. For example, errors (drawn randomly 
from specified distributions) can be introduced into the levels of 
variables (i.e. exogenous shocks), into the equations describing the 
behavior of actors (e.g., errors or delays in perception, decision, and 

response), or even into the magnitudes of causal effects. In linear 

systems without feedback, such errors produce only variation around 
central tendencies. In nonlinear systems with feedback, even small 
random shocks may accumulate to drive the system in unexpected 
directions and result in radically different paths through historical 
time. 

5. A CONFLICT THEORY OF LEGITIMACY DYNAMICS 
AND EXTERNAL STATE POWER 

To illustrate the discovery-making process of computer experiments 
upon a theory, we present a simulation of principles drawn from classic 
conflict theory: the relationship between external conflict and internal 

group solidarity, enunciated by Simmel ([1908] 1955) and Coser 

(1956), and by Weber ([1922] 1978, pp. 901-26) in his discussion of the 
link between the legitimacy of rule and the geopolitically based 

power-prestige of the state. Since our concern is formal theory- 
development rather than scholarly exegesis, we will limit ourselves to 
the general statement of principles that we will simulate here. 

The Simmel-Coser principle is that conflict with external 

groups increases internal cohesion; as a corollary, leaders of groups 
seeking domestic support for their power are motivated to find con- 
flicts with external enemies (Coser 1956, pp. 87, 104). Weber helps 
us elaborate the implications of these principles for international 
conflict and political power. He ties the legitimacy of rulers and the 

legal order to the geopolitical power-prestige of the political commu- 

nity. The power and prestige of political communities, in turn, is 

largely determined by their capacity to dominate others (Weber 
[1922] 1978, pp. 903-4, 911, 925). We infer there is consequently a 
variable tendency of political communities toward expansion and 
conflict motivated to enhance domestic legitimacy. The legitimacy of 
state rulers is not a constant, but varies over time. Rulers with low 

legitimacy tend to lose power, to be thrown out of office and re- 
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placed by others; extreme losses of legitimacy, combined with other 
factors (Skocpol 1979; Goldstone 1991) can result in revolution. 
Rule in victorious and expansionary states, on the other hand, ac- 
quires a halo of legitimation. In this regard, whether legitimacy is 
traditional, charismatic, or rational-legal is less significant than 
whether the legitimacy of the ruler, state, and law is high or low.5 

Weber ([1922] 1968, pp. 917-19) further discusses some dy- 
namics of "imperialist capitalism" that tie the expansionist tenden- 
cies of political communities to the degree of dependency of the 
economy on the state. To the degree that economic production de- 
pends upon the capacity of the state to dominate other communities, 
expansionism and imperialism are promoted. 

Weber's discussion implies that the strongest source of legiti- 
macy comes from ruling a political community that has high prestige 
in relation to the power of others. There are other sources of legiti- 
macy as well: The current economic conditions of the society affect 
popularity; dramatic incidents as well as crowd dynamics and ritual 
interactions of leadership give officials the halo of emotional impres- 
siveness; and internal conflicts as well as external ones can also raise 
group solidarity around a leader.6 To explore one theory at a time, in 

5In this analysis we do not distinguish between legitimacy of the legal 
order as a whole and legitimacy of incumbent power-holders. In practice the 
dynamics of legitimacy flow along a continuum; after legitimacy falls to low 
levels for particular incumbents, further shifts result not only in revolutions of 
personnel but revolutions of structure. Legitimacy theory, like all theories, is 
most useful when it explains a range of variations by means of dynamic pro- 
cesses. In this sense, we hold that our treatment of legitimacy as a continuum 
encompassing both individuals and structures is more useful than the emphasis 
on structural typology predominant in the literature. 

6We hold that there is no sharp distinction between political popularity 
and legitimacy of particular rulers. Popularity polls give an indication of relative 
standing along a portion of the continuum of personal legitimacy; such polls 
usually do not tap the extreme low end of the legitimacy continuum, but ex- 
tremely low popularity of leaders is the next step to denying them legitimacy to 
rule at all. Available data using popularity measures suggest war-related legiti- 
macy is the strongest source, with economic prosperity or discontent a weaker 
source (Ostrom and Simon 1985; Norpoth 1987). A notable finding is that war- 
based legitimacy has both a positive swing with the initiation of conflict and with 
victory, and a negative swing, as casualties mount. The highest popularity ratings 
on record of U.S. presidents are war-related: 89 percent for Bush in March 1991 
(victory in the Gulf War), 87 percent for Truman in June 1945 (V-E Day), 84 
percent for Franklin Roosevelt in January 1942 (immediately after the attack on 
Pearl Harbor, as seen in Gallup polls). 
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the current exercise, we will restrict our attention to external power- 
prestige and legitimacy, irrespective of these other inputs. 

We have couched our model in terms of overt warfare and 
direct imperial rule.7 Overt warfare and assertion of domination over 
other political communities by imperial conquest increases the legiti- 
macy of rule, but not without cost. After examining the basic dynam- 
ics of conflict and legitimacy, we will elaborate the theory in two 
directions. First, we add assumptions about the rates at which material 
benefits and costs change with the acquisition of empire. Although 
Weber does not treat this issue explicitly, it is central to most geopoliti- 
cal theories (e.g., Collins 1986, pp. 145-209). Second, we consider the 

consequences of territorial imperialism for the domestic political econ- 

omy. This issue is central to Weber's discussion of the dynamics of 

empire and has subsequently been elaborated by other theorists. 

6. POWER-PRESTIGE, LEGITIMACY, AND 
INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT 

It is useful to begin with analytically simplified models of the separate 
parts of the legitimacy-seeking theory. These are ideal types or pure 
forms in which only specific processes operate. Taken by themselves, 
these initial results are historically unrealistic, but they demonstrate 
the dynamics inherent in the theory. From this theoretical core we 

develop these models in three steps of increasing complexity: (1) the 

dynamics of legitimacy and state conflict; (2) geopolitical and log- 
istical limitations on the processes; and (3), the consequences of 

state-dependency of the economy and what Weber called "Imperialist 
Capitalism," or, in more recent terminology, the "military-industrial 

7The model is oversimplified but nevertheless captures the main dy- 
namic. A state has high power-prestige not only by winning wars but by playing a 

prominent role in international affairs: Its ambassadors and emissaries are policy- 
makers at conferences and on foreign visits; Great Powers arbitrate the fate of 
smaller states by means of a continuum of actions ranging from economic and 
military aid to armed intervention. We suggest that the same dynamic holds 

generally whether a strong state acquires territory by conquest or by economic 
penetration of trade and finance (though cost and benefit rates may differ de- 

pending upon the mode of domination). The same general principles apply 
(though not necessarily the same cost and benefit calculus) whether the imperial 
state directly administers weaker regions or acts as the leader of a coalition of 
allies. The cost to the United States of propping up allied regimes in South 
Vietnam in the 1960s and 1970s is an example. 
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complex." Even the final composite version of the model remains 
highly idealized in comparison to the full range of historical complexi- 
ties. Nevertheless, it provides some interesting approximations to his- 
torical events, including those of the late twentieth century. 

The core of the theory is diagrammed in Figure 1. The motiva- 
tion of rulers to initiate external conflict is directly proportional to 
the difference between their current legitimacy and a goal of maxi- 
mum legitimacy. For any given level of conflict initiated, the degree 
of success or failure is determined by the proportional superiority or 
inferiority of the power of the focal state to that of its enemies. 
Change in prestige in the status order of political communities is 
directly proportional to success in conflict, and legitimacy follows, 
with delay, from prestige. 

The basic processes shown in Figure 1 are rather easily stated 
mathematically in the form of a simultaneous system composed of 
identities, constraints, initial conditions, and the central difference 

Legitimacy 
Goal 

Conflict + 

+ (iNaw Favorable 
Power 

/ \ Balance 

Legitimacy 
Deficit 

, + 

War Success 
Legitimacy 

+ ~ ^ 
Prestige Prestige 

FIGURE 1. Legitimacy and conflict. 
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or differential equations. One formulation, involving expanded dif- 
ference (rather than differential) equations can be expressed as 
follows. 
Let: 

Ct be the level of conflict initiated by the focal state at time t in 
a metric where zero indicates none and unity constitutes total 
war. 
LG be the desired or goal state of legitimacy desired by the 
ruler, ranging from zero (indicating complete indifference) to 
unity, indicating a desire for complete consensual support. 
Lt be the level of legitimacy at time t. 
P be the power of the core state measured in units of military 
force that can be exerted against an enemy at the territorial 
boundary. 
EP be the power of the enemy state, in the same metric. 
WSt be the degree of success currently attained in overt con- 
flict with the enemy, ranging from -1 (total defeat) to +1 

(total victory). 
CSt be the accumulated record of past successes and failures in 
conflict, in the same metric as WS. 
PRt be the level of external power-prestige accorded to the 
focal state in the world-system of states, ranging from zero 

(state is regarded as an insignificant actor) to unity (state is 

regarded as a hegemonic great power). 

then: 

C, = (LG - L,)(CS,) 

L = PRt 

WS, = C,((P - EP)I(P + EP)) 

CSt+ = CSt + WS, 

PRt+1 = PRt + DELAY(WSt) 

with initial values: 

PR = 0.25 

CS = 0.05 
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and the constraints: 

Ct O 

0 L Lt < 1.0 

P = 6000 

EP= 5000 

LG = 1.00 

DELAY is a third order exponential 
smoothing of length = three time units 

The simulation of this system involves calculation of the scores 
of the variables at time t (from initial values and identities), then the 
calculation of the difference equations to generate scores at t + 1. 
Scores at t + 1 then become the new starting values, and the calcula- 
tions are iterated for as many cycles as desired. If simple difference 
equations are used, the mechanics of the simulation are almost trivial 
and can easily be accomplished in a high-level language, a mathemat- 
ics program, or even a spreadsheet. 

Special-purpose simulation software, however, is highly desir- 
able for handling such housekeeping tasks as determining if the 
system is identified, controlling the order of calculations, providing 
easy ways of storing and displaying output, and controlling the pro- 
cess of rerunning the model for experimental purposes. Although 
there are a number of such special-purpose software packages avail- 
able, we have found DYNAMO (Pugh-Roberts Associates 1984), 
which is based on the "Systems Dynamics" approach of Jay W. 
Forrester (1973) particularly helpful. DYNAMO handles the vari- 
ous housekeeping tasks and provides the user with an array of built- 
in functions (most notably an integrator for differential equations, 
delays for expressing the time-shape with which changes in one 
variable are realized in others, and a sketch-pad like method (called 
a "table function") for specifying nonlinear functional forms. DY- 
NAMO imposes a semimathematical syntax that strikes the mathe- 
matician as peculiar and inelegant, but that we have found helpful 
both because of its grounding in systems theory and because it 
handles the translation from simple expanded algebraic-looking ex- 
pressions into compacted differential equations without any effort 
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from the model formulator. The same model, stated as differential 
equations in DYNAMO, looks like this:8 

A C.K = MAX((LG - L.K)(CS.K),O) 

A L.K = MAX(O,MIN(PR.K, 1)) 
A WS.K = (C.K)((P - EP)I(P + EP)) 

L CS.K = CS.J + (DT)(WS.J) 

L PR.K = PR.J + (DT)(DELAY3(WS.J,3)) 

N PR = 0.25 

N CS = 0.05 

C P = 6000 

C EP= 5000 

C LG = 1.0 

As a model grows more complex, the housekeeping and 
compilation-checking/debugging tasks become quite tedious and are 
best left to smart software. The final model to be presented below is 
shown, formulated in DYNAMO, in the appendix to this chapter. 
The actual code for this model is not particularly lengthy, and it is 
relatively easy to construct. We have provided extensive notes within 
the text of the program to explain the meaning of each of the major 
statements in the final model. 

The dynamics of the inner loop of Figure 1 depend upon the 
initial legitimacy of the ruler and the power of the focal state vis-a-vis 
its enemies, and they are quite easy to anticipate (and, indeed, to 
solve directly). The process of theory-discovery with simulation mod- 
els, however, is one of experimentation. It can even be formalized 
using principles of experimental design of trials to give rise to data 
sets (the recorded state-spaces of multiple replications within condi- 
tions for stochastic models, or single replications across conditions 

8Most versions of the DYNAMO language also require that each state- 
ment be defined as to type, indicated by a letter at the beginning of the state- 
ment. L, or "level" statements are integrators, the arguments of which are 
supplied by R (rate) and/or A (auxiliary) statements; C and N statements set 
constants and initial values, respectively. Other statement types call for other 
processers (e.g., S for supplementary data collection, T for a table interpolated 
function, and B for a Boolean statement). 
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for deterministic models like the current one). The resulting data can 
be subjected, if necessary, to statistical analysis. 

Usually the theorist can intuitively grasp the causes of the 
time-shapes and outcomes produced by the model (particularly deter- 
ministic models) with relatively few experiments. In evaluating the 
first model, for example, we simply varied the initial power-prestige 
(and hence, initial legitimacy) of the ruler across its logical range 
from zero to one, in a crossed design with differences in the balance 
of power between the focal state and its enemy (i.e., P- EP). 

Systematic experimentation with complex models can be a 
very tedious task. The number of scenarios to be explored expands 
exponentially with additive increases in the terms in the model. How- 
ever, beginning with simple models and gradually adding complexity 
usually allows the analyst to safely bypass much of this work by 
developing an intuitive understanding of the model that allows the 
design of "critical experiments" for understanding the fundamental 
time-paths produced by the model, and their causes. For the theo- 
rist, such "approximate understanding" of the causes of the time- 
shapes is usually sufficient, rather than the precise understanding of 
the full range of possible realizations of the model. The rigor of the 
experimental program to analyze the theory may range from an intu- 
itive art to a highly systematic logical-deductive exercise. While 
sloppy analysis is not to be encouraged, most theories of even moder- 
ate complexity can be understood, at least approximately, with fairly 
simple experimental designs. 

For example, the dynamics of the inner loop of Figure 1 are 
extremely simple, but analysis by the simulation experiment is in- 
structive. By systematically varying the relative power of the focal 
state and that of its enemies, a bifurcation of outcomes was discov- 
ered. If the focal state is stronger than its enemies, success ensues, 
followed by increased prestige and legitimacy until the ruler's goal 
has been achieved. If the focal state is weaker than its enemies, 
conflict is initiated, losses ensue, leading to declining prestige and 
legitimacy, and therefore increased aggressiveness by the ruler. That 
is, the ruler is trapped into accelerating unsuccessful conflict, presum- 
ably leading to his or her downfall at some point. These processes 
appear obvious, once the theory is formulated as a feedback loop. 
We suspect, however, that most social scientists who have stated a 
model of "seeking conflict for seeking solidarity" have not thought in 
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terms of a dynamic system and hence have missed the implication 
that conflict, in the long run, can either cease or accelerate. 

This first simulation experiment then immediately leads to a 
theoretical elaboration that was not discussed by Weber. Rulers who 
are unsuccessful in conflicts will find little benefit in pursuing a self- 
destructive cycle, while rulers who are successful are likely to pursue 
even more aggressive policies. This is captured by adding the outer 
loop of Figure 1. For any given level of legitimacy deficit, the bellicos- 
ity of the ruler is increased if there is a history of successful conflict.9 
If conflict is unsuccessful, however, the ruler's taste for further con- 
flict initiation is reduced, even in the presence of continuing legiti- 
macy problems. 

Figures 2 display some of the results of two experiments with a 
simulation model based on Figure 1. In both cases we have assumed 
that the ruler is suffering severe legitimacy difficulties (.25 on a scale 
from zero to 1.0), and that some history of past successful conflict 
exists (for, without it, no conflict would be initiated under this 
model). Figure 2(a), displays the trends of conflict and legitimacy for 
a scenario where the focal state is stronger than its enemies (by a 6/5 
ratio); in Figure 2(b), the focal nation is weaker (by a 5/6 ratio). 

In these experiments, conflict with a weaker enemy leads to 
success, which leads to both increased legitimacy and increased inten- 
sity of conflict initially. As the legitimacy needs of the ruler are 
increasingly satisfied, however, the motive to further conflict de- 
clines. Conflict with a stronger enemy results in failure, leading to 
both lower legitimacy and a declining propensity to initiate conflict. 
When the legacy of past success in warfare has been fully eroded by 
contemporary defeats, the ruler no longer initiates conflict and set- 
tles for chronic illegitimacy at a lower level than before the process 
began. These results are not surprising and are deducible by logic or 
direct solution. We note, however, that the simple principle that lack 
of legitimacy leads to conflict has been considerably revised and 
necessary complexities have been added as a result of a simple sys- 
tematic exploration of the dynamics implied by the principle. Al- 
though it is not necessary in this case due to the simplicity of the 

9Past success in conflict moderates the effect of legitimacy deficits on 
conflict initiation. If past success is positive, it multiplies the expected intensity 
of conflict initiated. If past success is zero or negative, conflict initiation is 
reduced until it reaches a lower bound of zero. 
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system, a program of replications following a fully crossed design 
(varying the initial legitimacy and the relative power of actors across 
their ranges) could be applied to describe the behavior of the model 
more fully. Now that we are satisfied with our understanding of the 
basic principle, we may proceed to elaborate the model in ways that 
synthesize related theoretical principles. 

7. THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF EMPIRE 

Rulers do not persist in expansionist policies in the presence of more 
powerful enemies. However, even where there is initial superiority 
over enemies, the process of expansion faces geopolitical limits. As 
empire expands, it brings with it both benefits and costs. The benefits 
of empire are not only political but also economic. Dominated terri- 
tory allows the core to extract surplus with enforced levies, land taxes, 
and imports. These benefits, however, depend upon the capacity to 
pacify the dominated territories, maintain internal control, and de- 
fend distant boundaries. We next suppose that the economic benefits 
of empire increase in direct proportion to the size of the empire (i.e., a 
homogeneous periphery). However, the costs of maintaining control 
over empire increase exponentially with the size of the empire by the 

principle of exertion of force at a distance. At some point then, expan- 
sionism by direct territorial domination no longer "pays for itself." 

Within the space over which domination is exercised, it is useful 
to distinguish between the "core" (the homeland of the dominant 

political community) and the "empire" (the homelands of subjugated 
political communities). Core territories will be assumed to differ from 

imperial territories in two ways: first, core territories are assumed to 
be more productive than imperial territories; second, no resources are 

expended to maintain internal control within the core. The logic of the 
model is not affected by this overly schematic assumption. Imperial 
territories require that coercive force be constantly expended to main- 
tain internal control over them and to protect their boundaries. 

The power of the ruler, regarded as a constant in the initial 
model, is transformed into a variable when the costs and benefits of 

empire are taken into account. The power of the ruler is equal to the 
total production of the territory controlled, less expenditures on con- 
flict and on internal control. The expenditure on conflict is a function 
of the intensity of conflict and a loss rate on the power exerted. This 
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loss rate is assumed to be a nonlinear function of the equality of 
power of the contestants: Where the focal state and its enemies are 
equal, each unit of conflict is assumed to be very costly; as the focal 
state's superiority increases, its relative losses decline exponentially. 
Expenditures on internal control increase exponentially with the ra- 
tio of the size of the empire to that of the core. At some "tipping 
point" the costs of controlling the empire exceed the production that 
can be extracted from it.10 

The general logic of the costs and benefits of empire are dia- 
grammed in Figure 3. The DYNAMO code for this and subsequent 
elaborations of the model are provided in the appendix to this chapter. 
To get a sense of the dynamics of this system, specific values for the 
magnitudes of parameters were selected. These specific values are, of 
course, arbitrary.11 They are selected to illustrate the consequences of 

10In our experiments, presented below, this tipping point is set at an 
empire three times the size of the core. 

llWe have assumed a core territory of 5,000 units. We have also assumed 
that the total size of the territory available for domination (and hence the rate of 
expansion of the state, which is proportional to success) is 50,000 units. We have 

oty 
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adding "booty" and "internal control costs" to the basic drive of the 
ruler for legitimacy through external conflict. To illustrate these dy- 
namics, we have performed several experiments. We will dispense 
with the case in which the focal state is less powerful than its enemies 
and focus instead on variations in the initial legitimacy of rulers. These 
are key experiments because there are now two rather separate sets of 

processes governing state expansion: the legitimacy needs of rulers 
and the costs and benefits of empire. In the first model (Figure 2[a]), 
the ruler always achieved the desired legitimacy by defeating enemies, 
leading to a pattern of stable low level conflict. When constraints of 
cost and benefit are included, however, rulers may not achieve satisfac- 

tory legitimacy, despite military superiority. 
In Figure 4, graphs of some of the results of two experiments 

with a model including costs and benefits are shown. In Figure 4(a) the 

legitimacy of rule is initialized at a relatively high level (.75 of the 

hypothetical maximum). In this circumstance, the behavior of the 
model is much the same as when external geopolitical constraints were 
not considered. Stimulated by a moderate deficiency in legitimacy, the 
ruler pursues a strategy of slowly accelerating conflict; the empire 
expands but does not reach overextension because the ruler's needs 
for legitimacy are satisfied. In Figure 4(b) the ruler faces a more 
difficult task because of an initial lower level of legitimacy (.25 of the 

hypothetical maximum). In this case, the break-even point of costs 
and benefits is reached before the ruler has satisfied his or her legiti- 
macy needs. The result is a pattern of episodic efforts to increase 

legitimacy by external conflict. Each effort is initially successful but re- 
sults in overexpansion and collapse. Because of delays and nonlineari- 

ties, the timing and time-shape of each expansion-collapse episode is 

unique; this uniqueness is not accidental, it results from the operation 
of a deterministic system under varying historical conditions. 

8. IMPERIALIST CAPITALISM AND THE 
MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX 

The above discussion of state expansion is tied to the legitimacy- 
seeking political motives of rulers. In this regard, the theory is con- 

gruent with major elements of theories of "predatory rule" (Levi 

assumed that each unit of space in the core produces 1.2 units of resources per 
unit time; each unit of empire produces 1.0 units of resources per unit time. 
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1988; Tilly 1990). In addition, Weber argues that imperial expansion 
of core states alters domestic political economy in several key ways 
that may act to escalate the process. Expansion by direct conquest 
leads to an increasing dependency of economic activity on the state. 
Increasing dependency ties the interests of economic actors to impe- 
rial success and may create pressures for continuing expansion. We- 
ber ([1922] 1978, p. 915) also notes, in passing, that increasing depen- 
dency of the economy on the state may retard the development of 
independent capitalist forces with more pacific interests in trade and 
market development. This point has been more fully developed by 
others (e.g., Hall 1986) as one source of bureaucratic impediment to 
capitalist-led dynamism in some classical empires. 

In mobilizing for international conflict, the state creates poten- 
tially powerful classes with interests in conflict itself: the military, 
armaments producers, and capitalists who advance funds to the 
state. Territorial expansion also creates new sources of profit for 
classes of "imperial capitalists": populations from the core seeking 
land (settlers), imperial tax-farmers and administrators, and entre- 
preneurs in the imperial territories who organize production for ex- 
port to the core. These classes also depend on the state for the 
maintenance of empire as their source of livelihood and conse- 
quently promote imperialism. 

Weber is not clear about the mechanisms by which the 
changes in the political economy of the core affect the conflict- 
seeking behavior of the ruler. One possibility is that rulers, recogniz- 
ing the sensitivities and interests of the military, armaments and 
finance capitalists, colonial settlers, administrators, and producers, 
will be more likely to pursue conflict and empire as an effective 
mechanism for closing gaps in domestic legitimacy. That is, in the 
presence of high dependency of the economy on the state, the 
tendency for the legitimacy-seeking ruler to pursue conflict is accel- 
erated. In the absence of economic dependency on the state, the 
ruler is less likely to pursue this option so vigorously, as it may be 
unpopular with major constituencies. 

In Figure 5 we have added these connections to the loop- 
diagram of the model. Conflict is seen as giving rise to the propor- 
tional development of an "arms industry" including arms producers, 
the military, and finance capitalists funding the state. The "arms 
industry" is treated as responding rapidly to conflict initiation but 
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dissipating only with delay to reductions in conflict (war debts must 
be repaid, armies demobilized, and manufactories turned to other 
purposes). The creation of imperial capitalist classes follows from 
territorial conquest. The "imperial capitalist" portion of the econ- 
omy is taken to be directly proportional to production in the colonial 
territory. Together, empire and a large domestic warfare apparatus 
generate a state-dependent economy. 

As shown in Figure 5, we assume that conflict is initiated by 
the ruler in pursuit of a fixed legitimacy goal. In the presence of high 
economic dependency on the state, the ruler directly translates legiti- 
macy deficits into the pursuit of international conflict, according to 
this model. In the presence of low economic dependency of the 
economy on the state, however, the ruler's pursuit of international 
conflict as a mechanism for legitimacy production is retarded.12 

The results of several simulation experiments with the "impe- 
rial capitalism" model are presented in parts (a) through (h) of Fig- 

12The reader may note that the costs and benefits model presented here 
is equivalent to the current model with a fixed and unitary fusion of the economy 
and the state. 
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ure 6. Again, we have restricted our attention to situations in which 
the core state has an initial power advantage over its enemies (where 
there is no power advantage of the focal state, the dynamics follow 
those shown in Figure 2[b]), and in which the enemy's power is 
regarded as a constant. Since we found that the initial legitimacy of 
the ruler was critical in determining the nature of the realization in 
the previous model, we again examine two basic scenarios: one in 
which the ruler is initially high on legitimacy (.75) and one in which 
the ruler faces quite severe problems (.25). In each of the experi- 
ments, the core state initially has no empire, and consequently the 
pressures of imperial capitalism are low. Within each legitimacy sce- 
nario, however, we will examine two alternatives. In the first, the 
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FIGURE 6(b). Low initial legitimacy and low arms industry: Imperialist capitalism and 
arms outcomes. 

core state has an initial high level of economic dependency on the 
state by way of a large military-industrial-complex (25 percent of all 
production is initially in the armaments industry); in the second, the 
role of the armaments industry in the economy is initialized at a low 
level (2 percent). 

The first two sets of results in Figure 6 are scenarios where the 
ruler initially faces severe legitimacy problems. In the first set (Fig- 
ures 6[a] and 6[b]), the arms industry is initialized at a low level; in 
the second set (Figures 6[c] and 6[d]), it is at a high level (these 
results are variations on Figure 4[a]). In both cases, the ruler pursues 
a policy of vigorous foreign conflict and expansion leading to impe- 
rial overextension and "chaotic equilibrium" of empire and legiti- 
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FIGURE 6(c). Low initial legitimacy and high arms industry: Empire and legitimacy 
outcomes. 

macy. The pursuit of empire is substantially delayed by initially low 
levels of imperialist sentiment. In both cases, the maintenance of a 
substantial empire leads to permanently high levels of imperialist 
capitalism. The continuous high levels of conflict generate a total 
"warfare state" in which virtually all of the product of both the 
empire and core are devoted to military activity. 

The last two sets of results (Figures 6[e], [f] and Figures 6[g], 
[h]) suggest a rather different result where the legitimacy of rule is 
initially high. In both scenarios imperialist expansion and the cre- 
ation of an empire of roughly the same final size occurs, but the 
process is far slower and achieves the legitimacy goals of the rulers. 
Because of this whisle the resulting empire's economy is dominated Because of this, while the resulting empire's economy is dominated 
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FIGURE 6(d). Low initial legitimacy and high arms industry: Imperialist capitalism and 
arms outcomes. 

by imperial capitalism, further conflict is not pursued and the arms 
industry withers. These empires are not internally pacific, as they are 
devoting as many resources to the maintenance of internal order as 
they are deriving from exploitation of the empire. Since the ruler is 
satisfied, however, he or she no longer pursues expansionism, de- 
spite the sentiment of imperial capitalists. 

The most striking results of the current model are the ways in 
which longer-term dynamics of expansionist states are contingent 
upon the initial legitimacy of rule. If legitimacy is high, (but not at the 
level desired by the ruler), expansion occurs slowly with less intense 
conflict. In the long run, the resulting empire is as large as that of more 
aggressive rulers but has a quite different character. In these cases, 
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FIGURE 6(e). High initial legitimacy and low arms industry: Empire and legitimacy 
outcomes. 

because of the relatively low level of conflict and the reduction of 
conflict once legitimacy goals are met, the domestic military-industrial 
complex is of little significance. In contrast, where rulers embark on 
expansion in the presence of severe legitimacy deficits, the resulting 
empires are as large, but they are characterized by chronic instability, 
continuing (if variable) high levels of conflict, and the creation of a 
fused economy and state in which virtually all resources are devoted to 
warfare. The model suggests, then, that expansion by direct territorial 
conquest always gives rise to capitalist imperialism but only variably to 
a "warfare state." Paradoxically, imperialist capitalism flourishes in 
states that are not highly militarist. Although these results are sche- 
matic, they may throw some light on the differences between the 
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FIGURE 6(f). High initial legitimacy and low arms industry: Imperialist capitalism and 
arms outcomes. 

degree of militarism in the United States, as compared to other types 
of imperialism in world history. 

The final model is too complex and nonlinear to deal with 
directly by mathematical solution. By means of experiment, how- 
ever, many of its general properties can be discerned. One of the 
most interesting of these is illustrated in Figure 7, which shows the 
range of long-term outcomes of legitimacy graphed against the ini- 
tial level of legitimacy. The behavior of the model in its final form 
bears considerable resemblance to that of May's logistic (Gleick 
1987, p. 69-80). At low levels (below about 0.08) and high levels 
(above about 0.60), the model proceeds more or less smoothly to a 
single equilibrium. In the intermediate range of initial legitimacy, 
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FIGURE 6(g). High initial legitimacy and high arms industry: Empire and legitimacy 
outcomes. 

however, the model displays bifurcations into periodic and then 
chaotic behavior. 

9. ELABORATIONS AND LIMITS 

The theory developed here is still highly idealized and incomplete. 
Of the numerous limitations and shortcomings, we see three as most 
critical. In the results reported above, the enemy is regarded as not 
initiating conflict and as having a constant capacity to resist the impe- 
rial pretensions of the core political community. This simplification is 
elected so that we may understand the dynamics of one community 
in a "constant" environment. A more realistic approach leads to a 
model of multiple political communities, each of which is hypothe- 
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FIGURE 6(h). High initial legitimacy and high arms industry: Imperialist capitalism and 
arms outcomes. 

sized to behave according to the theory. The range of outcomes in 
such a system is not apparent, and its exploration by simulation 
would be a substantial undertaking.13 

We have chosen a conservative and "state-centered" view of 
the motives to imperial expansion. In the current theory, if the ruler 
is satisfied, no conflict is initiated even where there is a total fusion of 
economy and state and a past history of bellicosity. A more radical 

13Not only does the number of possible scenarios increase geometrically 
with the number of states interacting in the system but another, higher-order set 
of macro-configurations comes into play with the varieties of possible geo- 
positional relations among the states. Nevertheless, some qualitatively based 
historical-comparative theorizing is available on these points (see summary in 
Collins 1986, pp. 167-209). Our future simulation work examines a selection of 
these higher-order possibilities. 
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FIGURE 7. Initial and final legitimacy. 

reading of Weber's remarks would suggest that the legitimacy goal 
that rulers pursue may ratchet upward as a result of economic depen- 
dency on the state created by past imperial success. To the extent 
that this is a more empirically realistic view, all imperialist expan- 
sions must inevitably lead to overexpansion and instability. This alter- 
native view has an interesting obverse (also suggested indirectly by 
Weber in discussing nations such as Switzerland that choose neutral- 
ity) that lack of imperial expansion, or failure to attain or maintain 
empire, may lead to a downward ratcheting of the legitimacy needs 
of the ruler.14 

14That is to say, a realistic general theory of state belligerence should give 
the conditions under which states avoid international conflict. One suggestion is 
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In the theory we have examined here, the legitimacy of rule 
results solely from the status attainment of the political community in 
the international power-prestige order. This is a considerable simplifi- 
cation. The legitimacy of rule and rulers arises from multiple 
sources. Successful foreign conflict and the attainment of power- 
prestige in the world order are critical in legitimating rule with 
classes that are economically dependent on the state. The current 
version of the theory, however, treats all other groups as residual 
(e.g., trade-oriented rather than imperialist capitalists, economic 
masses, and religious and cultural communities). Bureaucratic inter- 
ference with independent capitalism, taxes on and casualties among 
the masses, and competition of the elites of other communities 
within the nation may all place active, rather than passive limits on 
expansion. 15The elaboration of more complex and realistic models is 
the next step in theory development. 

10. THEORY SIMULATION AS A STEP TOWARD APPLIED 
SOCIAL THEORY 

The underlying logic of using simulation experiments as a way of 
exploring the implications of theories is the same as the logic of 
mathematical analysis. We begin with an explicit model with known 
simplifying assumptions. After the model is understood, we proceed 
to elaborate by making constants into variables and adding addi- 
tional variables to make the system more realistic. In mathematical 
methods of theory-discovery, however, the boundaries of feasible 
elaboration are reached rapidly. As systems grow more complex, 
direct solution either becomes impossible or yields such complicated 
expressions that the solutions themselves are too complex to compre- 
hend. Elaboration of simulation models and approximate identifica- 
tion of their basic dynamic properties is considerably less restricted. 

that states that are neutrals in conflicts among major power blocs are likely to be 
states that are too weak to win against either opponent but strong enough so that 
it would be a loss of prestige to enter into an alliance as a junior partner. 
Switzerland after 1520 and Sweden after 1815 are modern neutrals that arrived 
at their positions following periods of military strength, which left them with 
fairly high degrees of legitimacy. 

15Evidence on violent regime changes between 1816 and 1975, however, 
indicates the primary importance of war defeats and costs as determinants of 
domestic legitimacy (De Mesquite et al. 1992). 
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Given sufficient computer power, systems of very high complexity 
are relatively easy to develop and to experiment with. This benefit is, 
however, purchased at a cost. The programs of experimentation nec- 

essary to understand system behavior also become large and com- 
plex, and "approximate solutions" to understanding system behavior 
become increasingly "approximate." Despite these limitations, this 
form of elaboration of theory and theory-discovery has much to 
recommend it. 

In conclusion, we would like to point out a further step that 
becomes possible for sociology once we have dynamic models that, 
properly specified, produce good approximations to empirical pat- 
terns found in the past. A realistic model of some basic social pro- 
cesses enables us to carry out thought-experiments of a different 
sort. It becomes possible to plug in hypothetical conditions and proj- 
ect the outcomes in a simulated world. This world may be our own 
long-term future; the initial conditions may be various policy op- 
tions, or they may be real conditions that we observe in the present 
or anticipate will exist. 

Sociology's record of practical application in the past has not 
been impressive. In part this has been because of the split between 

theory and empirical research. Theories have rarely been formu- 
lated in ways that are conducive to accounting for processes in a 
multicausal world, complicated by time effects and feedbacks. As a 
result, abstract verbal theories have not usually offered much be- 

yond retrospective interpretations. Extrapolation of empirical trend 
data, on the other hand, unguided by theoretical models of underly- 
ing causal mechanisms, has been vulnerable to unforeseen shifts, 
such as those that have undermined population projections in the 

past.16 The technique of experimenting with computer simulations 

16The topic of real-world prediction is treated more fully elsewhere. 
Since feelings of uneasiness are often raised by it, a few points might be briefly 
noted. Policy-oriented prediction does not automatically imply a social science 
elite attempting to manipulate the world. It is more likely to be a means of 

generating information that can enter into the usual debates within the political 
process. There is nothing intrinsic in the nature of running simulation models 
that would keep sociologists from investigating the consequences of policy op- 
tions that they consider to be in the democratic interest. When and if sociological 
theory becomes more successful, we would expect competing interest groups to 
have their own teams of sociologists doing simulations. Perhaps their perfor- 
mance might not be any better than economists' predictions have been in the 
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holds a promise for sociology to become a useful applied science, at 
a level of precision and nonobviousness that goes beyond trend 

extrapolations and simple statements of short-run tendencies. To 
reach this point will require the combined work of theorists, empiri- 
cists, and theory-discovering experimenters. 

APPENDIX: DYNAMO CODE FOR THE FINAL MODEL 

(FIGURE 5) 

* IMPERIALISM MODEL 

A CONF.K = MAX(((LG- LEGIT.J)*SUC.J*DEPI.J),0) 

C LG = 1.00 

NOTE Conflict initiation is proportional to the legitimacy deficit of 
the state (LG- LEGIT), multiplied or retarded by the degree of 

past success in conflict. The legitimacy goal is regarded as a constant. 
Conflict initiation is also inhibited to the degree that there is incom- 

plete economic dependency on the state (i.e. DEPI is LT 1.00). 

A WARSUC.K = CONF.K*((POW.K - ENPOW)/(POW.K + ENPOW)) 
C ENPOW = 5000 

NOTE The degree of success against the enemy in the current period 
(WARSUC) is a function of the intensity of conflict initiated (CONF, 
which varies between zero (none initiated) and one (when legitimacy 

recent past; at any rate, that would be a foothold toward a higher level of social 
usefulness of sociological theory. 

Questions of another order involve the possible limits of realistic social 
prediction. Even at its best, dynamic theory simulation might be doomed to be 
no more successful than meteorology, which has poor forecast accuracy beyond 
a few days. That is to say, are most social processes that are of policy interest in a 
region where chaos prevails? If this were so, no amount of improvement in our 
theories would get us past the predictive barrier. As yet, we know little about 
what can be done or not done with dynamic theory simulation. It seems implausi- 
ble that simulations will tell us nothing useful (e.g., what would the major social 
consequences be of legalizing various drugs? What would follow from totally 
cutting off immigration, or totally throwing open a state's borders?) Useful 
answers to such questions depend on concerted efforts to frame them adequately 
in terms of general theory. The improvement of applied simulation thus depends 
on the improvement in dynamic theoretical models generally. 
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is zero and past success has been total). The degree of success is 
limited by the intensity of the conflict, and is proportional to the 
relative superiority or inferiority of the state ((POW - ENPOW)I 
(POW + ENPOW)), which varies between negative one (enemy has 
all the power), to zero (equal power), to positive one (state has all 
the power). 

L POW.K=POW.J+DT*(MAX((PROD.JK-INTCON.JK-WARLOSS.JK),0)-POW.J) 

N POW = POWI 

C POWI = 6000 

NOTE The power of the state in the current period is defined as a 
variable. Power at the present time is a consequence of prior produc- 
tion, less amounts that must be devoted to internal control to main- 
tain production, less losses from conflict in the prior period. 

R PROD.KL = (CORE*1.2) + (EMPIRE.K*1.0) 

C CORE = 5000 

NOTE Total production is defined as the size of the core territory 
(assuming one unit of production per unit space), plus production 
extracted from the empire. Here we assume that the core is 20% 
more productive than the empire. 

R INTCON.KL = EMPIRE.K*ICEM.K 

A ICEM.K = TABXT(ICEMTAB,(EMPIRE.K/CORE),-1,5,0.5) 

TICEMTAB = -3/-0.5/0/0.101/0.25/0.188/0.5/0.8251/11.75/2/3.5/4 

NOTE The costs of maintaining domination over the empire are set 
to a function of the ratio of the size of the empire to the size of the 
core. When there is no empire, the cost of maintaining control per 
unit of empire is zero. The cost of maintaining internal control per 
unit of empire increases exponentially with the ratio of the size of the 

empire to the core (e.g., when the empire is 2 times the size of the 
core, one half of the product of the empire is used up by internal 
control). When empire is negative, negative internal control costs 
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increase exponentially (that is, resistance rises exponentially as the 
core is attacked. 

L EMPIRE.K = EMPIRE.J + DT*(MAX((WARSUC.J*50000),-5000)) 
N EMPIRE = EMPIREI 

C EMPIREI = 0 

NOTE Empire is defined as a level affected by gains or losses in war 
in the preceeding period. A maximal war success (unity) generates a 
gain of 50,000 territorial units. A lower boundary for empire is set at 
-5000, reflecting the loss of the core to enemy power, and the extinc- 
tion of the core state. 

R WARLOSS.KL = MAX((CONF.K*POW.K*WLR.K),0) 
A WLR.K = TABHL(WLRTAB,(POW.K/ENPOW),0,2,0.5) 
T WLRTAB = 0.95/0.80/0.50/0.20/0.05 

NOTE Losses in warfare in the current period are set equal to the 
intensity of the conflict (varies between zero and one), times the 
power exerted, times the proportional inferiority of the state's forces 
as defined by the war-loss ratio (WLR). This is a nonlinear function 
that suggests that where the state is very weak, it can lose as much as 
95% of its power in war; where it is equal to its enemy, it loses as 
much as 50% of its power in an all-out war; where the state is vastly 
superior to it's enemy, it loses as little as 5% of its power. 

L SUC.K = SUC.J + DT*(WARSUC.J) 
N SUC = SUCI 

C SUCI = 0.05 

NOTE Cumulative success of the state is the integration over time of 
current successes or failures. The initial state, reflecting past history, 
is set at a low level. 

L PREST.K = PREST.J + DT*(WARSUC.J) 
N PREST = PRESTI 

C PRESTI = 0.25 
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NOTE The prestige of the state in the world system is regarded as an 
inertial quantity (varying between zone-none; and 1.00-hege- 
monic power). Increments or decrements of prestige are regarded as 
a delayed function of successes in conflicts (delay length of three 
years, with S-shaped time-form of impact). 

A LEGIT.K = MAX(0,MIN(PREST.K,1)) 

NOTE Legitimacy is defined as a simple function of prestige, limited 
to not fall below zero, or to exceed unity. 

L ARMS.K = ARMS.J + DT*(RIA.JK-RDA.JK) 

N ARMS = ARMSI 

C ARMSI = 0.02 

NOTE The arms industry (military-industrial complex) is regarded as 
a conserved quantity, increasing as a function of RIA "rate of in- 
crease in arms," and declining as a function of RDA "rate of de- 
crease in arms." 

R RDA.KL = ARMS.K*DECAY 

C DECAY = 0.10 

NOTE The rate of decay of the arms complex is set to a constant 

proportion of the existing stock (DECAY). 

R RIA.KL = ((CONF.K*PROD.KL)/PROD.KL)*CONST 

C CONST = 1.00 

NOTE The rate of growth of the arms complex is set proportional (by 
CONST) to the level of conflict initiated. The value is normed as a 

proportion of total product (to include both domestic and imperial 
production). 

A IMCAP.K = (EMPIRE.K/((CORE*1.2) + EMPIRE.K)) 

NOTE The degree of imperialist capitalism is defined as the ratio of 
the product of the empire to the total product. 
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A DEPI.K = MAX(MIN((ARMS.K + IMCAP.K),1),0) 

NOTE Economic dependency on the state (DEPI) is defined as the 
sum of arms complex and imperial capitalism-each of which varies 
from zero to one-limited to range between zero and one. 
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